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Due to popular demand we make the digitization project "Berlin Address" on the current status of work online.

The image quality of the image depends on the templates so that we could not prevent that there are a few hard-to-read

pages.

Each vintage is on the alphabetical lists up to each of fifth Page indexed, born between 1939-1943 in addition to each

individual page.

Our goal is to index in each volume to the single page - please be patient. We continue to work at the pace, such as money

allows and / or staff to us. Nevertheless, a good search success.

Because of the indexing object you come in the keyword search does not always lead to a conclusion in such cases, please

use the search systematic way.

Title evidence "Berlin Address Books 1799 - 1943"

1799

Neander Peter Gentile, Karl:

Illustrative tables of the whole residential city of Berlin, where all streets, alleys and squares presented in their natural

positions recorded, and in which all the same buildings or houses as the name of each proprietor and the business are. -

Berlin 1799

1801

Neander Peter Gentile, Karl:

New tables illustrative of the entire city of Berlin residence or proof of all owners: their name and business, where they live,

the number of houses, streets and squares, as well as the homes of local officers all over the garrison. - 2 [Ed]. - Berlin 1801

1812

General roads and housing indicators for the residence city of Berlin to the year 1812 / ed. S. Sachs -. Berlin 1812

1818/19

Common names and indicators for housing the state officials, scholars, artists, merchants, industrialists, trade and traders,

boatmen, reindeer ... in the Royal. Preuss. Capital and residence city of Berlin for the 1818 and 1819. By alphabet. Rules

established by U. eds. CF Wegener. Berlin 1818

1822

Home-and-address book-General of the Royal. Capital and residence city of Berlin in 1822. Edited by CF Wegener. Berlin

1822

1823-54

General Anzeiger of Berlin apartment on the year: containing: the home of all lists of large public institutions and private

enterprises of all homeowners, permanent officials, businessmen, artists, businesses and a home on their own leaders, in

alphabetical order / ed. JW Boicke. - Berlin 1823-1854

1859-66

General housing indicators, together with address and business guide for Berlin, whose environments and Charlottenburg to

the year / zsgest of Cadastral sources. JA by Buenaventura. - Berlin 1859-66

1873-1895

Berlin address-book for the year ... Ed, composed by H. Schwabe (from 1881 by W. & S. Loewenthal). - Berlin 1873-1895

1896-1943

Berlin Address Book ... : Using official sources. - Berlin: Scherl 1896-1943

Notes for the address book

English version ...

For alphabetical classification

General abbreviations
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Postal districts

Abbreviations job titles

For alphabetical classification:

The umlauts ä, ö, ü are, o, u ordered, for example, follow each other behind a:

Muller, Anna

Muller, Zacharias

Mueller, Anton

Double names are arranged behind the simple name, for example, the following order:

Neuenfels, Anna

Neuenfels, Zacharias

New rock-Furstenau, Anton

I and J and the same letter, such as organized as a follow each other:

Jasch

Iben

Ichendorf

Iden

Jeschke

Iffland

Residents in part can be the order:

Order criteria of the last name,

Order criterion gender (women are classified behind all the men with the same surname)

Order criteria of the state (the occupation, officials at the authority of women in the state of the deceased husband or

the designation "Miss, Mrs., widow"),

Order criteria of first name

for example, the following order:

Eck, George, bookbinder

Eck, William, Financial Secretary

Eck, Carl Foreman

Eck, Louise, widow Assistant

Eck, Ernestine, reindeer

Eck, Anna, widow

or

Order criteria of the last name,

Order criteria of first name,

Order criteria of the state (the occupation, officials at the authority of women in the state of the deceased

husband or the designation "Miss, Mrs., widow"),

Order criteria of the street name

General abbreviations:

E. = owner

V. = administrator

T = Telephone

BK. = Bank account (check transactions)

-I-= Guild Member

Gh = garden house, back house that is often

H = Hof

ZWG. = Mezzanine

Untg. = Basement

AG (under the street name) = District Court

LG (under the street name) = District Court

B.1 to B.19 (after the name of the house owner) is the membership of the Association of Landowners Association

Postal districts:

C = Center

N = North

NO= Northeast

O = East

S = South

SO = South East
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SW= Southwest

W = West

NW= North West

The currently valid street name, you can see info in the footer of each page displayed or research in the lexicon:

"All of Berlin's streets and squares. From the Founding to the Present" (4 volumes). Verlag Neues Leben

GmbH / Edition Luis city. Berlin 1998. ISBN 3-335-01491-5. "

Today's valid postal codes can be found at: http://www.postleitzahlen.de/

Abbreviations in titles:

The job titles are usually more or less randomly shortened.

Examples:

Arb = Worker

Arbtrin. = Worker

Bahnarb. = Railway workers

Gastw. = Innkeeper

Go. = Assistant

Ingen. = Engineering

Kfm = Merchant

Agricultural= Farmer

Maurerpol. = Foreman

Mstr = Champion

Ob.Sekr. = Chief Secretary

Stellm. = Stellmacher

EXP = Administrator

Ww = Widow

English - version

Additional information (additional information)

On the alphabetical arrangement

General abbreviations

Postal districts

Abbreviations of occupations

On the alphabetical arrangement:

The umlauts ä, ö, ü are listed after a, o, u, ie:

Muller, Anna

Muller, Zacharias

Mueller, Anton

Double names are listed after the single names, ie:

Neuenfels, Anna

Neuenfels, Zacharias

New rock-Furstenau, Anton

I and J are treated as being the same letter and are listed together, ie:

Jasch

Iben

Ichendorf

Iden

Jeschke

Iffland

In the resident section the criteria for the listing can be:

surname

sex (women are listed after all the men with the same surname)

social status (profession, the authority for civil servants, for women the status of the deceased husband or the

designation "Miss, Mrs., widow "...)

Christian name

ie:

Eck, George, bookbinder

Eck, William, Financial Secretary

Eck, Carl Foreman

Eck, Louise, widow Assistant

Eck, Ernestine, reindeer
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Eck, Anna, widow

or

surname

Christian name

social status (profession, the authority for civil servants, for women the status of the deceased husband or the

designation "Miss, Mrs., widow "...)

StreetName

General name abbreviations:

E. = landlord

V = property manager

T = telephone

BK. = Bank account (check transactions)

-I-= GuildMember

Gh = Garden House, he frequently rear building

H. = court

ZWG. = Mezzanine

Fl = ground floor

Untg. = Basement

AG (under the street names) = municipal court

LG (under the street names) = B.1 to B.19 regional court (following the name of the landlord) Indicates membership in the

Association of Land Owner Societies

Postal districts:

C = Center

N = North

NO= Northeast

O = East

S = South

SO = South East

SW= South West

W = West

NW= North West

The current street names can be found by searching under Info in the respective base lines of the page shown or

consulting the directory: "Berlin's streets and squares. All of the founding to the present"

(4 volumes). Verlag Neues Leben GmbH / Edition Luis city. Berlin 1998.

ISBN 3-335-01491-5.

The current ZIP codes can be found at: http://www.postleitzahlen.de/

Abbreviations of occupations:

The abbreviations used for occupations is very erratic. Examples:

Arb = Laborer

Arbtrin. = Laborer (female)

Bahnarb. = Railroad worker

Gastw. = Innkeeper

Go. = Apprentice

Ingen. = Engineer

Kfm = Merchant

Agricultural= Farmer

Maurerpol. = Head mason

Mstr = Master craftsman

Ob.Sekr. = Senior secretary

Stellm. = Cartwright

EXP = PropertyManager

Ww = Widow
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